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Department of Commerce and Business Management organized a webinar on 6 February “India’s 

Budget 2021-2022: Economy vs Finance in Global Pandemic” under the guidance of Prof A.K Saxena, 

Dean FCM, and Dr. Syed Shahid Mazhar, Head, DCBM. The webinar was on highlights of Budget 

2021, which was recently passed by the Government of India and its impact on the Indian 

economy and masses. The program received an overwhelming response from both faculty 

members and students. The webinar proved very helpful for students to understand the human 

face of India’s Union Budget. 250 participants attended the session. All the attendees of the 

webinar were awarded an e-certificate for their participation. Link for Certificates: 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1tvkEb0lumotAABMTL-Y8I7dR_PdTd3hs/view?usp=sharing 

The webinar began with a welcome note by Dr. Moiz Akhtar and followed with an introductory 

remark by the Dean of Faculty, Prof A. K Saxena, who introduced the guest speaker, Prof. Naseer 

Ahmad khan, Professor, School of Commerce, Central University of Hyderabad, India.  

Prof. Khan discussed the highlights of the Budget-2021 of the Government of India and the effects 

on common people. He also discussed the support it will create to put India back on a recovery 

path after a deep recession caused by Covid-19 and consequent lockdowns. The curious students 

raised quite a good number of questions in the Q&A Session and the Faculty equally raised their 

concerns, to which Prof. Naseer responded in detail. The session was summed up by our Dean, 

Prof A.K Saxena who present the students with a budget scenario of the household in Indian 

society. Head of the Department, Dr. Syed Shahid Mazhar, who expressed gratitude to Prof. 

Naseer for his time and wisdom in the session, delivered the vote of thanks. Dr. Mazhar also 

never fails to boost the morale of the team and faculty members to organize the successful 

webinar, along with Mr. Shahabuddin and Mrs. Nazia Akhlaq for their efforts. 
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Visuals from the Webinar 

 

 

 



 

  


